LIGHT

WITH

MOMENT

ENERGY STAR

SHARE YOUR BEST MOMENTS FOR A CHANCE TO WIN!
The best moments deserve ENERGY STAR certified LED lighting. Save energy and
protect the environment by lighting your special moments with ENERGY STAR and sharing
photos of these moments—whether big or small—on social media with the hashtag
#LightTheMoment.
[If partner is hosting a contest, add info here]

Whatever the life moment, there’s an ENERGY STAR LED lighting product that will help make
it perfect, with the quality performance, savings, and environmental protection you desire.

®

Guidelines for
contest entry*:
1. If sharing on Twitter or
Instagram, just use the
hashtag #LightTheMoment
and tag @Partner
2. If sharing on Facebook,
include #LightTheMoment,
tag @ENERGYSTAR and
@Partner, and make sure
the post is Public
3. Example caption: “I’m
saving energy and
protecting the environment
by lighting my moments
with @ENERGYSTAR
certified lighting!
#LightTheMoment”
[Partner hosted contest details
can be added here]

DID YOU KNOW?

ENERGY STAR certified LED bulbs use up to 90% less energy than incandescent
bulbs, and last 15 times longer.

Only bulbs that have earned the ENERGY STAR label have been independently
certified and undergone extensive testing to assure that
they will save energy and perform as promised.

Partner
Logo Here

If every American home replaced a light bulb with one that has earned the
ENERGY STAR, we would prevent more than 7 billion pounds of greenhouse gas
emissions per year, equivalent to the emissions from about 690,000 cars.
*Disclaimer: By submission of photos for this promotion, you authorize the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and its ENERGY STAR partners to use these photos for any lawful
purpose. Additionally, you release and hold harmless EPA and its partners from any expectation of confidentiality or privacy, and waive any right to royalties or other compensation arising or
related to the use of any submitted photo.

